Semi-supervised clustering seeks to augment traditional clustering methods by incorporating side information provided via human expertise in order to increase the semantic meaningfulness of the resulting clusters. However, most current methods are passive in the sense that the side information is provided beforehand and selected randomly. This may require a large number of constraints, some of which could be redundant, unnecessary, or even detrimental to the clustering results. Thus in order to scale such semi-supervised algorithms to larger problems it is desirable to pursue an active clustering method-i.e., an algorithm that maximizes the effectiveness of the available human labor by only requesting human input where it will have the greatest impact. Here, we propose a novel online framework for active semi-supervised spectral clustering that selects pairwise constraints as clustering proceeds, based on the principle of uncertainty reduction. Using a first-order Taylor expansion, we decompose the expected uncertainty reduction problem into a gradient and a step-scale, computed via an application of matrix perturbation theory and cluster-assignment entropy, respectively. The resulting model is used to estimate the uncertainty reduction potential of each sample in the dataset. We then present the human user with pairwise queries with respect to only the best candidate sample. We evaluate our method using three different image datasets (faces, leaves and dogs), a set of common UCI machine learning datasets and a gene dataset. The results validate our decomposition formulation and show that our method is consistently superior to existing state-of-the-art techniques, as well as being robust to noise and to unknown numbers of clusters.
INTRODUCTION
S EMI-SUPERVISED clustering plays a crucial role in machine learning and computer vision for its ability to enforce topdown structure while clustering [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . In these methods, the user is allowed to provide external semantic knowledge-generally in the form of constraints on individual pairs of elements in the data-as side information to the clustering process. These efforts have shown that, when the constraints are selected well [7] , incorporating pairwise constraints can significantly improve the clustering results.
In computer vision, there are a variety of domains in which semi-supervised clustering has the potential to be a powerful tool. First, in surveillance videos, there is significant demand for automated grouping of faces and actions: for instance, recognizing that the same person appears at two different times or in two different places, or that someone performs a particular action in a particular location [11] . These tasks may be problematic for traditional supervised recognition strategies due to difficulty in obtaining training data-expecting humans to label a large set of strangers' faces or categorize every possible action that might occur in a video is not realistic. However, a human probably can reliably determine whether two face images are of the same person [12] or two recorded actions are similar, making it quite feasible to obtain pairwise constraints in these contexts.
The problem of plant identification is similar in that even untrained non-expert humans [13] (for instance, on a lowcost crowd-sourcing tool such as Amazon's Mechanical Turk [14] ) can probably generally determine if two plants are the same species, even if only an expert could actually provide a semantic label for each of those images. Thus, non-expert labor, in conjunction with semi-supervised clustering, can reduce a large set of uncategorized images into a small set of clusters, which can then be quickly labeled by an expert. The same pattern holds true in a variety of other visual domains, such as identifying animals or specific classes of man-made objects, as well as non-visual tasks such as document clustering [15] .
However, even when using relatively inexpensive human labor, any attempt to apply semi-supervised clustering methods to large-scale problems must still consider the cost of obtaining large numbers of pairwise constraints. As the number of possible constraints is quadratically related to the number of data elements, the number of possible user queries rapidly approaches a point where only a very small proportion of all constraints can feasibly be queried. Simply querying random constraint pairs from this space will likely generate a large amount of redundant information, and lead to very slow (and expensive) improvement in the clustering results. Worse, Davidson et al. [7] demonstrated that poorly chosen constraints can in some circumstances lead to worse performance than no constraints at all.
To overcome these problems, our community has begun exploring active constraint selection methods [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , which allow semi-supervised clustering algorithms to intelligently select constraints based on the structure of the data and/or intermediate clustering results. These active clustering methods can be divided into two categories: sample-based and sample-pair-based.
The sample-based methods first select samples of interest, then query pairwise constraints based on the selected sample [16] , [18] , [19] . Basu et al. [16] propose offline (i.e., not based on intermediate clustering results) active k-means clustering based on a two-stage process that first explores the problem space and performs user queries to initialize and grow sets of samples with known cluster assignments, and then extracts a large constraint set from the known sample sets and does semi-supervised clustering. Mallapragada et al. [18] present another active k-means method based on a min-max criterion, which also utilizes an initial "exploration" phase to determine the basic cluster structure. We have also previously proposed two different samplebased active clustering methods [19] , [21] . This paper represents an improvement and extension of these works.
By contrast, the sample-pair-based methods [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] directly seek pair constraints to query. Hoi et al. [23] provide a min-max framework to identify the most informative pairs for non-parametric kernel learning and provide encouraging results. However, the complexity of that method (which requires the solution of an approximate semidefinite programming (SDP) problem) is high, limiting both the size of the data and the number of constraints that can be processed. Xu et al. [22] and Wang and Davidson [24] both propose active spectral clustering methods, but both of them are designed for two-class problems, and poorly suited to the multiclass case. Most recently, Biswas and Jacobs [12] propose a method that seeks pair constraints that maximize the expected change in the clustering result. This proves to be a meaningful and useful criterion, but the proposed method requires recomputing potential clustering results many times for each sample-pair selected, and is thus slow.
Both types of current approaches suffer from drawbacks: most current sample-based methods are offline algorithms that select all of their constraints in a single selection phase before clustering, and thus cannot incorporate information from actual clustering results into their decisions. Most pair-based methods are online, but have very high computational complexity due to the nature of the pair selection problem (i.e., the need to rank Oðn 2 Þ candidate pairs at every iteration), and thus have severely limited scalability.
In this paper, we overcome the limitations of existing methods and propose a novel sample-based active spectral clustering framework using certain-sample sets that performs efficient and effective sample-based constraint selection in an online iterative manner (certain-sample sets are sets containing samples with known pairwise relationships to all other items in the certain-sample sets). In each iteration of the algorithm, we find the sample that will yield the greatest predicted reduction in clustering uncertainty, and generate pairwise queries based on that sample to pass to the human user and update the certain-sample sets for clustering in the next iteration. Usefully, under our framework the number of clusters need not be known at the outset of clustering, but can instead be discovered naturally via human interaction as clustering proceeds (more details in Section 3).
In our framework, we refer to the sample that will yield the greatest expected uncertainty reduction as the most informative sample, and our active clustering algorithm revolves around identifying and querying this sample in each iteration. In order to estimate the uncertainty reduction for each sample, we propose a novel approximated first-order model which decomposes expected uncertainty reduction into two components: a gradient and a step-scale factor. To estimate the gradient, we adopt matrix perturbation theory to approximate the first-order derivative of the eigenvectors of the current similarity matrix with respect to the current sample. For the step-scale factor we use one of two entropybased models of the current cluster assignment ambiguity of the sample. We describe our framework and uncertainty reduction formulation fully in Section 3.
We compare our method with baseline and state-of-the art active clustering techniques on three mid-size image datasets (face images [9] , leaf images [8] and dog images [10] ), two large-scale image datasets (Caltech-101 [28] and ImageNet-100 [29] ), a set of common UCI machine learning datasets [30] and a gene dataset [31] . Sample images from some of these sets can be seen in Fig. 1 . Our results (see Section 7) show that given the same number of pairs queried, our method performs significantly better than existing state-of-the-art techniques.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
What is clustering uncertainty? Clustering methods are ultimately built on the relationships between pairs of samples. Thus, for any clustering method, if our data perfectly reflects the "true" relationship between each sample-pair, then the method should always achieve the same perfect result. In practice, however, data (and distance/similarity metrics) are imperfect and noisy-the relationship between some pairs of samples may be clear, but for others it is highly ambiguous. Moreover, some samples may have predominantly clear relationships to other samples in the data, while others may have predominantly ambiguous relationships. Since our goal in clustering is to make a decision about the assignment of samples to a cluster, despite the inevitable ambiguity, we can view the overall sample-relationship ambiguity in the data as the uncertainty of our clustering result.
We then posit that the advantage of semi-supervised clustering is that it eliminates some amount of uncertainty, by removing all ambiguity from pair relationships on which we have a constraint. It thus follows that the goal of active clustering should be to choose constraints that maximally reduce the total sample-assignment uncertainty. In order to achieve this, however, we must somehow measure (or at least estimate) the uncertainty contribution of each sample/ sample-pair in order to choose the one that we expect to yield the greatest reduction. In this paper, we address this problem by proposing a novel first-order model of uncertainty reduction based on matrix perturbation theory and the concept of local entropy (more details in Section 3.2).
Why sample-based uncertainty reduction? There are two main reasons for proposing a sample-based approach rather than a sample-pair-based one. First, an uncertain pair may be uncertain either because it contains one uncertain sample or because it contains two uncertain samples. In the latter case, because the constraint between these samples will not extrapolate well beyond them, it yields limited information. Second, due to the presence of n 2 pair constraints for every n samples, pair selection has an inherently higher complexity, which limits the scalability of a pair-based approach.
A na€ ıve approach to sample-based uncertainty, however, has clear disadvantages. Querying the label of a sample rather than querying a pairwise constraint requires an understanding of the class structure of the problem, which is not available in many clustering applications. For this reason, we do not query samples directly. Rather, once a sample is selected we generate pairwise constraints between it and other representative samples, then query the user with regard to these pairs, we thus allow our sample-based method to operate using only pairwise queries. More details are introduced in Section 3.
Relation to active learning. Active query selection has previously seen extensive use in the field of active learning [32] , [33] . Huang et al. [34] and Jain and Kapoor [35] , for example, both offer methods similar to ours in that they select and query uncertain samples. However, in active learning algorithms the oracle (the human) needs to know the class label of the queried data point. This approach is not applicable to many semi-supervised clustering problems, where the oracle can only give reliable feedback about the relationship between pairs of samples (such as the many examples we offered in the Section 1). Though we implicitly label queried samples by comparing them to a set of exemplar samples representing each cluster, we do so strictly via pairwise queries.
Additionally, for the sake of comparison we begin our experiments with an exploration phase that identifies at least one member of each cluster (thus allowing us to treat the clusters we are learning as "classes" as far as the active learning algorithms are concerned), but in real data this may not be a reliable option. There may simply be too many clusters to fully explore them initially, new clusters may appear as additional data is acquired, or certain clusters may be rare and thus not be encountered for some time. In all of these cases, our active clustering framework can adapt by simply increasing the number of clusters. In contrast, most active learning methods must be initialized with at least one sample of each class in the data, and do not allow online modification of the class structure.
ACTIVE CLUSTERING FRAMEWORK WITH CERTAIN-SAMPLE SETS
Recall that "certain-sample sets" are sets such that any two samples in the same certain-sample set are constrained to reside in the same cluster, and any two samples from different certain-sample sets are guaranteed to be from different clusters. In the ground-truth used in our experiments, each class corresponds to a specific certain-sample set. In our framework, we use the concept of certain-sample sets to translate a sample selection into a set of pairwise constraint queries. Given the data set X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g, denote the corresponding pairwise similarity matrix W ¼ fw ij g (i.e., the non-negative symmetric matrix consisting of all w ij , where w ij is the similarity between samples x i and x j ). Similarity is computed in some appropriate, problem-specific manner.
Here, we also denote the set of certain-sample sets
Our semantic constraint information is contained in the set Q, which consists of all the available pairwise constraints. Each of these constraints may be either "must-link" (indicating that two samples belong in the same semantic grouping/certainsample set) or "cannot-link" (indicating that they do not). To initialize the algorithm, we randomly select a single sample
As Z, O and Q change over time, we use the notation ðÁÞ t to indicate each of these and other values at the t th iteration.
Assuming we begin with no pairwise constraints, if the number of clusters in the problem is not known, set the initial cluster number n c ¼ 2, otherwise set it to the given number. We then propose the following algorithm (outlined in Fig. 2 , more details for each step can be found in Sections 3.1-3.3):
1 Initialization: randomly choose a single sample x i , assign x i to the first certain set Z 1 and initialize the pairwise constraint set Q as the empty set. 2 Constrained Spectral Clustering: cluster all sample into n c groups using the raw data X plus the current pairwise constraint set Q. 3 Informative Sample Selection: choose the most informative sample x j based on our uncertainty reduction model. 4 Pairwise Queries: present a series of pairwise queries on the chosen sample x j to the oracle until we have enough information to assign the sample x j to a certain-sample set Z k (or create a new certain set for the chosen sample). 5 Repeat: steps 2-4 until the oracle is satisfied with the clustering result or the query budget is reached.
It should be noted that, aside from the ability to collect maximally useful constraint information from the human, this algorithm has one other significant advantage: the number of clusters in the problem need not be known at the outset of clustering, but can instead be discovered naturally via human interaction as the algorithm proceeds. Whenever the queried pairwise constraints result in the creation of a new certain-sample set, we increment n c to account for it. This allows the algorithm to naturally overcome a problem faced not just by other active clustering (and active learning) methods, but by clustering methods in general, which typically require a parameter controlling either the size or number of clusters to generate. This is particularly useful in the image clustering domain, where the true number of output clusters (e.g., the number of unique faces in a dataset) is unlikely to be initially available in any real-world application. We have conducted experiments to evaluate this method of model selection; the results, which are encouraging, are presented in Section 7.6.
Recalling the steps of our framework, from here we proceed iteratively through the three main computational steps: clustering with pairwise constraints, informative sample selection and querying pairwise constraints. We now describe them.
Spectral Clustering with Pairwise Constraints
Spectral clustering is a well-known unsupervised clustering method [36] . Given the n Â n symmetric similarity matrix W, denote the Laplacian matrix as
Spectral clustering partitions the n samples into n c groups by performing k-means on the first n c eigenvectors of L. The n c eigenvectors can be found via:
To incorporate pairwise constraints into spectral clustering, we adopt a simple and effective method called spectral learning [37] . Whenever we obtain new pairwise constraints, we directly modify the current similarity matrix W t , producing a new matrix W tþ1 . Specifically, the new affinity matrix W tþ1 is determined via:
We then obtain the new Laplacian matrix L tþ1 and proceed with the standard spectral clustering procedure.
Informative Sample Selection
In this section, we formulate the problem of finding the most informative sample as one of uncertainty reduction. We ultimately develop and discuss a model for this uncertainty reduction in Section 4.
Define the uncertainty of the dataset in the t th iteration to be conditioned on the current updated similarity matrix W t and the current certain-sample set O t . Thus the uncertainty can be expressed as UðXjW t ; O t Þ. Therefore our objective function for sample selection is as follows:
To the best of our knowledge, there is no direct way of computing uncertainty on the data. In order to optimize this objective function, we consider that querying pairs to make a chosen sample "certain" can remove ambiguity in the clustering solution and thus reduce the uncertainty of the dataset as a whole. So the expected change in the clustering solution that results from making the chosen sample "certain" can be considered as the uncertainty contribution of the sample as a result of selecting and querying that sample.
Thus, we seek samples that will have the greatest impact on the clustering solution. One strategy for finding these constraints (employed in Biswas and Jacobs [12] , though with sample-pairs rather than samples) is to estimate the likely value of a constraint (i.e., cannot-or must-link) and simulate the effect that constraint will have on the clustering solution. However, this approach is computationally expensive (in the worst case requiring a simulated clustering operation for each possible constraint at each iteration of the active clusterer).
We hence adopt a more indirect method of estimating the impact of a sample query, based on matrix perturbation theory and the local cluster assignment entropy of each sample. We present the details of our method in Section 4.
Sample-Based Pairwise Constraint Queries
Before presenting our model for informative sample selection, we briefly describe how we use the selected sample. Because our active selection system is sample-based and our constraints pair-based, once we have selected the most informative sample we must then generate a set of pairwise queries related to that sample. Our goal with these queries is to obtain enough information to add the sample to the correct certain-sample set. We generate these queries as follows.
First, for each certain set Z j , choose the single sample within the set that is closest to the selected sample x i (x l ¼ argmax x l 2Z j w il ) and record this sample.
Second, since there are m certain sets, we will have recorded m sample and similarity values. We sort these samples based on their corresponding similarity, then, in order of descending similarity, query the oracle for the relation between the selected sample x i and x l until we find a must-link connection. We then add x i into the certain-sample set containing that x l . If all of the relations are cannotlink, we create a new certain-sample set Z mþ1 and add x i to it. This new certain set Z mþ1 is then added to Z. Regardless, O is correspondingly updated by adding x i . If the value of m after querying is greater than n c , we also update n c to reflect the newly discovered ground-truth cluster.
In Fig. 3 , we present a toy example to visualize the behavior of our algorithm. We discuss our method for identifying informative samples in more detail below.
UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION MODEL FOR INFORMATIVE SAMPLE SELECTION
As described in Section 3.1, we use spectral learning [37] as our clustering algorithm. In spectral learning [37] , the clustering result arises from the values of the first n c eigenvectors of the current similarity matrix. Therefore, the impact of a sample query on the clustering result can be approximately measured by estimating its impact on V nc (the first n c eigenvectors v k ):
Dv k ðx j Þ:
In order to measure DV nc ðx j Þ, based on a first-order Taylor expansion, we decompose the change in the eigenvectors into a gradient and a step-scale factor:
where Hðx j Þ represents the assignment-ambiguity of x j , and DHðx j Þ represents the reduction in this ambiguity after querying x j .
@V nc ðx j Þ @Hðx j Þ is a first-order derivative of the changes in the eigenvectors as a result of this ambiguity reduction. We describe how to estimate this gradient and ambiguity reduction in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
Estimating the Uncertainty Reduction Gradient
In order to solve (4) we must first evaluate @V nc ðx j Þ @Hðx j Þ . We know that in spectral learning (Section 3.1) the information obtained from the oracle queries is expressed via changes in the similarity values for the queried point contained in W t . Given this, changes in ambiguity are always mediated by changes in W t , so we can approximate
where @W t x j represents an incremental change in the similarity values of sample x j .
Thus, we must begin by computing
for each x j , for which we propose a method based on matrix perturbation theory [38] . First note that the graph Laplacian at iteration t can be fully reconstructed from the eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues via L t ¼ P n i¼1 i v i v T i . Then, given a small constant change in a similarity value w t jk , the firstorder change of the eigenvector v i can be calculated as: Fig. 3 . A simple example of our uncertainty reducing active clustering method on toy data. The initial clustering result is poor, and the first certain sample P1 is chosen randomly. After this, however, the algorithm quickly identifies informative samples and queries the oracle to determine the ground truth relationships between each chosen point. Within three iterations, our method has explored the space and determined the correct borders of the two clusters.
Note that @L t =@w t jk ¼ ðe j À e k Þðe j À e k Þ T , where e q is the n-length indicator vector of index q.
For the chosen sample x j we take n c samples X n c ¼ fx j 1 ; x j 2 ; . . . ; x j nc g, one sampled from each certain set Z i 2 Z. If we decide to query the oracle for x j , the relation of x j to each sample in X n c will become known, and the corresponding w t jk in W t will be updated during spectral learning. Therefore, to estimate the influence of sample x j on the gradient of the eigenvectors, we can simply sum the influences of the relevant w t jk values based on Eq. (6). We thus define our approximate model for the derivative of uncertainty reduction as:
Note that we operate only over a subset of certain samples in order to both save on computation and avoid redundancy. We could simply use the entirety of O in place of X n c , but this would likely distort the results. Intuitively, the effect of a must-link constraint is to shift the eigenspace representations of the two constrained samples together. The samples in a certain set should thus have very similar eigenspace representations, so we expect additional constraints between them and x j to have diminishing returns.
Estimating the Step Scale Factor for Uncertainty Reduction
The second component of our uncertainty reduction estimation is DHðx j Þ-the change in the ambiguity of the sample x j as a result of querying that sample. This component serves as the step scale factor for the gradient @V nc ðx j Þ @Hðx j Þ . According to the assumptions in Section 3.3, after a sample is queried the ambiguity resulting from that sample is reduced to 0. This leads to the conclusion that
Therefore, the problem of estimating the change in ambiguity of a sample reduces to the problem of estimating the current ambiguity of that sample. While this problem still cannot be solved precisely, we present two reasonable heuristics for estimating the ambiguity of a sample. Both are based on the concept of entropy-specifically, the entropy over probability distributions of local cluster labels (an uncertainty estimation strategy that has shown good results in active learning [32] ).
Nonparametric structure model for cluster probability. First, consider the current clustering result C t ¼ fc 1 ; c 2 ; Á; c n c g, where c i is a cluster and n c is the number of clusters. We can then define a simple non-parametric model based on similarity matrix W for determining the probability of x j belonging to cluster c i :
Because only local nearest neighbors have large similarity values in relation to a given sample, we can use the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) of each point to efficiently approximate the entropy. These neighbors need only be computed once, so this ambiguity estimation process is fast and scalable. In our experiments, we use k ¼ 20.
Parametric model for cluster probability. Alternately, we can simply use the eigenspace representation of our data produced by the most recent semi-supervised spectral clustering operation to compute a probabilistic clustering solution. We elect to learn a mixture model (MM) on the embedded eigenspace of the current similarity matrix W t for this purpose:
where fa c g are the mixing weights and ðu c gÞ are the component parameters. Then, the probability of each data point given each cluster c is computed via:
In our experiments, we assume a Gaussian distribution for each component, yielding a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
Entropy-based ambiguity model. Whether using the parametric or nonparametric cluster probability model, the ambiguity of sample x j can be defined, based on entropy, as:
We then use this value to approximately represent DHðx j Þ.
In combination with the approximate uncertainty gradient @V nc ðx j Þ @Hðx j Þ computed as in Section 4.1, this allows us to evaluate (4) and effectively estimate the uncertainty reduction for every point x j . From there, solving our sample selection objective (2) is a simple argmin operation.
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
At each iteration, we must select a query sample from among OðnÞ possibilities, applying our uncertainty reduction estimation model to each potential sample. Computing the gradient component of the uncertainty model takes Oðmn c 2 nÞ time for each sample, where m is number of certain sets and n c is the number of clusters/eigenvectors. m n c , so the complexity of the uncertainty gradient evaluation at each iteration is Oðn 3 c n 2 Þ. Computing all the step scale factors costs Oðn c knÞ (where k is the number of nearest neighbors) if the nonparametric method is used, or Oðn 3 c nÞ for the parametric method. k ( n, so regardless the total complexity of the active selection process at each iteration is Oðn 3 c n 2 Þ. In order to reduce this cost, we adopt a slight approximation. In general, the samples with the largest uncertainty reduction will have both a large step scale and a large gradient. With this mind, we first compute the step scale for each sample (this is cheaper than computing the gradient, particularly if the nonparametric model is used), then only compute the gradient for the b samples with the largest step scales. Assuming b ( n, this yields an overall complexity of Oðn 3 c nÞ. Note that all results for our method shown in this paper were obtained using this fast approximation, except those for URASC-GO (one of the variants of our method discussed in Section 6.3). Also note that for large data, the cost of the method will generally be dominated by the spectral clustering itself, which is Oðn 3 Þ in the worst case (though potentially significantly cheaper, possibly even OðnÞ [39] , [40] , depending on the eigendecomposition method used and the sparseness of the similarity matrix).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Data
We evaluate our proposed active framework and selection measures on three medium-size image datasets (leaves, dogs and faces-see Fig. 1 ), two large image datasets (Caltech-101 [28] and ImageNet-100 [29] ), one gene dataset [31] and five UCI machine learning datasets [30] . We seek to demonstrate that our method is generally effective for different types of data/applications with a wide range of cluster numbers.
Face dataset: all face images are extracted from a face dataset called PubFig [9] , which is a large, real-world face dataset consisting of 58,797 images of 200 people collected from the Internet. Unlike most other existing face datasets, these images are taken in completely uncontrolled settings with non-cooperative subjects. Thus, there is large variation in pose, lighting, expression, scene, camera, and imaging conditions. We use two subsets: Face-1 (500 images from 50 different people) and Face-2 (200 images from 20 different people).
Leaf dataset: all leaf images are iPhone photographs of leaves against a monochrome background, acquired through the Leafsnap app [8] . We use the same subset (1,042 images from 62 species) as in [12] . The feature representations and resulting similarity matrices for the leaf and face datasets are all from [12] .
Dog dataset: all dog images are from the Stanford Dogs dataset [10] , which contains 20,580 images of 120 breeds of dogs. We extract a subset containing 400 images from 20 different breeds and compute the features used in [29] . Affinity is measured via a x 2 kernel.
Gene and UCI machine learning datasets: we choose five datasets from the UCI repository and Cho's [31] gene dataset (details in Table 1 ). Affinity is measured via a Gaussian kernel.
We also evaluate our methods on two well-known largescale datasets: Caltech-101 [28] and ImageNet-100 [29] .
Caltech-101 image dataset: contains 101 object categories with 40 to 800 images per category, with more than 8,000 images in total. For each image, we compute the PHOW [41] feature via VLFEAT [45] .
ImageNet-100 image dataset: ImageNet [29] is a wellknown large-scale image dataset that includes millions of annotated images. We select 100 categories, containing 10,000 images in total, from the ImageNet database. For each image, we use the feature representation from [42] .
Evaluation Protocols
We evaluate all cluster solutions via two commonly used cluster evaluation metrics: the Jaccard Coefficient [43] and V-measure [44] .
The Jaccard Coefficient is defined by JCC ¼ SS SDþDSþSS , where:
SS: represents the total number of pairs that are assigned to the same cluster in both the clustering results and the ground-truth. SD: represents the total number of pairs that are assigned to the same cluster in the clustering results, but to different clusters in the ground-truth. DS: represents the total number of pairs that are assigned to different clusters in the clustering results, but to the same cluster in the ground-truth. V-Measure is an alternate metric for determining cluster correspondence between a set of ground-truth classes C and clusters K, which defines entropy-based measures for the completeness and homogeneity of the clustering results, and computes the harmonic mean of the two.
Baseline and State-of-the-Art Methods
To evaluate our active clustering framework and proposed active constraint selection strategies, we test the following set of methods, including a number of variations on our own proposed method, as well as a baseline and multiple state-of-the-art active clustering and learning techniques. Random: A baseline in which pair constraints are randomly sampled from the available pool and fed to the spectral learning algorithm. Active-HACC: [12] An active hierarchical clustering method that seeks pairs that maximize the expected change in the clustering. Balance  625  4  3  BUPA Liver Disorders  345  6  2  Diabetes  768  8  2  Sonar  208  60  2  Wine  178  13  3  Cho's gene  307  100  5 CAC1: [25] An active hierarchical clustering method that heuristically seeks constraints between large nearby clusters. FFQS [16] : An offline active k-means clustering method that uses certain-sample sets to guide constraint selection (as in our method), but selects samples to query either through a farthest-first strategy or at random. ASC [24] : A binary-only pair-based active spectral clustering method that queries pairs that will yield the maximum reduction in expected pair value error. QUIRE [34] : A binary-only active learning method that computes sample uncertainty based on the informativeness and representativeness of each sample. We use our certain-sample set framework to generate the requested sample labels from pairwise queries. pKNN+AL [35] : A minmax-based multi-class active learning method. Again, we use our framework to translate sample label requests into pairwise constraint queries.
RESULTS
We run our method and its variants on all of the listed datasets and compare against baselines and competing state-ofthe-art techniques.
Variant Methods and Baseline
In Fig. 4 , we compare our parametric and nonparametric methods, as well as the three "partial" URASC procedures, on three image sets and two UCI sets at varying numbers of constraints. We show results in terms of both Jaccard coefficient and V-measure, and witness similar patterns for each. In all cases, our parametric and nonparametric methods perform relatively similarly, with the nonparametric having a modest lead at most, but not all, constraint counts. More importantly, our methods consistently (and in many cases dramatically) outperform the random baseline, particularly as the number of constraints increases. Our methods always show notable improvement as more constraints are provided-in contrast to the random baseline, which, at best, yields minor improvement. Even on the relatively simple wine dataset, it is clear that randomly selected constraints yield little new information. Finally, we note that our "complete" methods consistently meet or exceed the performance of the corresponding partial methods. Neither the step-scale-only methods nor the gradient-only method consistently yield better results, but in every case the combined method performs at least on-par with the better of the two, and in some cases significantly better than either (see the sonar results in particular). These results validate the theoretical conception of our method, showing that the combination of gradient and step-scale is indeed the correct way to represent the active selection problem, and that our method's performance is being driven by the combined information of both terms.
Comparison to State-of-the-Art Active Learning Methods
We next compare our methods to two active learning methods, as representatives of other pair-based techniques (Fig. 5 ). Here we test on three binary UCI datasets in order to provide a reasonable evaluation of the QUIRE method, which is binary-only. At least one (and usually both) of our methods outperforms both QUIRE and pKNN+AL in most cases, only definitively losing out at the very low constraint level on the sonar dataset. As with the random baseline before, the gap between our methods and the competition generally increases with the number of constraints. These results suggests that simply plugging active learning methods into a clustering setting is suboptimal-we can achieve better results by formulating a clustering-specific uncertainty reduction objective.
Also notable is the fact that, between the two active learning methods, QUIRE is clearly the superior (at least on problems where it is applicable). This is significant because, like our method, QUIRE seeks to measure the global impact of a given constraint, while pKNN+AL only models local uncertainty reduction. This lends further support to the idea that the effect of a given query should be considered within the context of the entire clustering problem, not just in terms of local statistics.
Comparison to State-of-the-Art Active Clustering Methods
Finally, we test our methods against existing active clustering techniques (as well as the random baseline) and represent the results visually in Fig. 6 . Not all methods appear in all charts because ASC [24] is applicable only to binary data. Once again, our methods present a clear overall advantage over competing algorithms, and in many cases both our parametric and nonparametric methods far exceed the performance of any others (most dramatically on the Dog dataset). The only method that comes near to matching our general performance is Active-HACC, which also seeks to estimate the expected change in the clustering as a result of each potential query. However, this method is much more expensive than ours (due to running a large number of simulated clustering operations for every constraint selection) and fails on the Dog dataset. ASC is also somewhat competitive with our methods, but its binary nature greatly limits its usefulness for solving real-world semi-supervised clustering problems.
Neither of our two variant methods has a clear advantage over the other, though the nonparametric approach appears to be more reliable given the relative failure of the parametric algorithm on the Leaf and Diabetes sets. Also noteworthy is the tendency on a number of datasets for URASC+P to have relatively poor performance early on and improve (again relatively) as the number of queries increases. We suspect this is because the underlying GMM used by this method is also improving as more constraints are obtained, thus allowing the query selection method itself to improve over time.
Comparison with Synthesized Noisy Input
Our previous experiments are all based on the assumption that the oracle reliably returns a correct ground-truth response every time it is queried. Previous works in active clustering have also relied on this assumption [16] , [17] , [18] , [22] , [24] , [25] , [26] . Obviously, this is not, as a general rule, realistic-human oracles may make errors, and in some problems the ground-truth itself may be ambiguous and subjective. Specifically, for the face and leaf datasets used here, Amazon Mechanical Turk experiments [9] , [12] have shown that human error is about 1.2 percent on face queries and 1.9 percent on leaf queries.
Thus, we performed a set of experiments with a simulated uniform 2 percent query error rate on the Face-2 and Dog datasets. We plot the results of our experiment in Fig. 7 , and find that, while improvement is noticeably slower and noisier than in the previous experiments, our algorithms still demonstrate a significant overall advantage over other active or passive clustering techniques.
Comparison with Noisy Input from Real World Human Input
In order to better verify our method, besides the experiment on the perfect labels of pairwise constraints and synthesized noise labels, we design a new, more realistic experiment that obtains noisy label input directly from real humans. We extract 100 dog images with 10 classes from Stanford Dogs dataset [10] and call it the Dog-100 dataset, we have hired eight people with different education backgrounds, and then exhaustively label all pairs of dog images; if they think the pair is from same class, click 'YES', otherwise click 'NO'. For each pair of images, we collect at least three responses and adopt a majority voting strategy to get the label of the pair. According to the human labels, we found that the error rate of the human input is 5:2 percent. This error rate is higher than the human error rate in Biswas and Jacobs [12] ; we suspect this is due to the greater variability in the dog images than the leaf images, which leads to more difficult human judgements. Then we test our method and other comparison methods on this human labeled dataset. In Fig. 8 , we display these comparative results. First, we observe that the performance plateaus after the human-performance level has been reached, which confirms a notion introduced in Biswas and Jacobs [12] . Second, comparing with other methods, our methods still show state-of-the-art performance, which is same as discussed in the other experiments.. Since QUIRE is a binary-only method, there is no result for QUIRE [34] on the multi-cluster datasets.
Comparison with Unknown Numbers of Clusters
Since one advantage of our method is its ability to dynamically discover the number of clusters based on query results, we analyze how this approach effects performance over time. We thus run our method on the Face-1 (50 ground-truth clusters) and Leaf (62 groundtruth clusters) datasets, with the number of clusters k initially set to 2, and increasing as new certain-sample sets are discovered. Our results are shown in Fig. 9 . The results are promising, with the unknown-k results initially much lower (as expected), but converging over time towards the known-k results as the cluster structure is discovered. On both datasets tested, the results appear to eventually become indistinguishable. 
Comparison on Large-Scale Image Datasets
To evaluate our proposed framework's scalability and performance on more realistic large-scale data, we run two experiments on significantly larger image datasets: Caltech-101 [28] ( > 8,000 images) and ImageNet-100 [29] (10,000 images). The results are shown in Fig. 10 . In this experiment, we were unable to run Active-HACC [12] due to its algorithmic and memory requirements (as implemented by the authors, the method requires upwards of 100 GB of main memory for ImageNet-100). The trends we observe for this data are similar to what we see on smaller datasets. Cluster improvement is initially slow, then accelerates greatly as our algorithm accumulates information about the problem. Our parametric method, in particular, seems to eventually reach a point of dramatically increasing returns on new queries, again likely due to the improving quality of its underlying model of the data. The performance of the other methods is significantly weaker. FFQS is effective, but produces a slower, more linear improvement than our methods, failing to match their results even when allotted more than twice as many queries. By contrast, random query selection on this data appears to yield no improvement in clustering quality, further emphasizing the need for strong active methods.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel sample-based online active spectral clustering framework that actively selects pairwise constraint queries with the goal of minimizing the uncertainty of the clustering problem. In order to estimate uncertainty reduction, according to first-order Taylor expansion, we decompose it into a gradient (estimated via matrix perturbation theory) and step-scale (based on one of two models of local label entropy). We then use pairwise queries to disambiguate the sample with the largest estimated uncertainty reduction. Our experimental results validate this decomposed model of uncertainty and support our theoretical conception of the problem, as well as demonstrating performance significantly superior to existing state-of-the-art algorithms. Moreover, our experiments show that our method is robust to noise in the query responses and functions well even if the number of clusters in the problem is initially unknown.
One avenue of future research involves reducing the computational burden of the active selection process by adjusting the algorithm to select multiple query samples at each iteration, so that this active spectral clustering method could become a powerful tool for use in large-scale online problems, particularly in the increasingly popular crowdsourcing domain. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
